


Introducing MOLLEminus™ – 
the world’s lightest, thinnest 
MOLLE compatible load 
carriage. Made of a single
piece of ULTRAcomp™ laminate 
that stays dry and light, is 
inherently flame resistant, 
antimicrobial, and outperforms 
1000d CORDURA® – and only 
half the thickness of a dime.

MOLLEminus the weight,
the bulk, the nonsense.

Multicam ULTRAcomp

Slots and voids are fully 
MOLLE compatible

Fewer seams, fewer 
failure points
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RACKminus™ 
MOLLE 12 x 3 255g
(shown is MM-CHESTRIG-1-MC)

SPLITminus™
MOLLE 6 x 3 (x2) 250g
(shown is MM-CHESTRIG-2-MC)

BELTminus™
MOLLE 22 x 2  245g  (size large)
(shown is MM-HHWBELT-1-LG-MC)

2CORDURA is a registered trademark of INVISTA, Multicam is a registered trademark of Crye Precision LLC  



Helium Whisper™ has 
revolutionized the modular load 
carriage system - creating a new 
standard in attachment systems. 
Helium Whisper is the thinnest, 
strongest, lightest MOLLE 
attachment system in existence.

The heart of the patent pending 
Helium Whisper technology is 
the single piece modular backer 
made of a high performance 
laminate called ULTRAcomp™.  
Lighter and simpler MOLLE 
backers eliminate the weight 
penalty of modularity while 
offering other benefits that 
exceed current issue load 
carriage.  

Attachment straps 
are integral to pouch 
backer for increased 
strength 

Single sided loop 
attachment aids in 
correct installation

Where applicable, 
ULTRAcomp rolled 
over edges for greater 
durability

Flexible attachment 
straps fit where other 
MOLLE pouches won’t
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Zippered Utility Pouch
Available in 4 sizes
(shown is HW-M-UPZ-H-M-MC)

Trauma Kit NOW!™
Medium (Army IFAK)
Large (USMC IFAK)
(shown is HW-M-TKN-MD-CB)

Admin Pouch
With Internal Organization
(shown is HW-M-ADMIN-MC)

Smoke Grenade Pouch
Also in Frag Grenade size
(shown is HW-M-SMOKE-1-MC)

Single Pistol Pouch
Also fits multitools, lights
(shown is HW-M-PISTOL-1-CB)

Ten-Speed™ Magazine Pouches
Available in Pistol, MP7, M4, SR25, 417 sizes
(shown is HW-TSP-M4-1-CB)

always better

For the full line of utility, magazine, and medical pouches with the 
Helium Whisper attachment system visit BlueForceGear.com/pouches

Stocking colors:  Black, Coyote Brown, Multicam®, Urban Wolf
Special order colors available based on order size 4



Larry Vickers is a retired carrer special 
operations soldier with 20 plus years of 
dedicated service.  A long time 1st SFOD 
Delta member, LAV is influential to the 
shooting community and was pivotal in 
the development of the VCAS Family of 
Weapon Slings.

The Vickers Combat Applications 
Sling™ has become the world’s 
standard in combat weapon slings.  
With over 100,000 in use across 
all branches of service, you can 
count on the Vickers Family of 
Weapon Slings.  With a pull on the 
contrasting Adjuster pull tab, the 
VCAS™ allows for instantaneous 
length adjustment allowing the 
sling to quickly convert from 
carrying to fighting without 
removing the weapon or snagging 
the sling webbing.  Patent pending.  

Padded Vickers Combat Applications 
Sling
2” inline padding for heavier weapons
(shown is VCAS-200-OA-FG)

Vickers Combat Applications Sling
1.25” proprietary webbing, fully adjustable
(shown is VCAS-125-OM-MC)
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Stocking colors : Black, Coyote Brown
Special order colors : ACU, A-TACS FG, A-TACS AU, Foliage Green, Desert Digital, Desert Sand, Multicam, OD Green

Vickers M240 Sling™
Adjustable padding, Nomex front
(shown is VCAS-M240-MC)

Vickers SAW Sling™
3” inline padding, Nomex front
(shown is VCAS-SAW-CB)

blueforcegear.com

Acetal Adjuster - 
quiter, smoother

Signature Contrasting 
Pull Tab

Solution Dyed 
Proprietary Webbing 
- will not bleed, resists 
hardening and fading

Machined Aluminum 
Adjuster – stronger, all 
metal hardware
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Just as important as the sling 
is the sling hardware that 
connects it to the weapon.  We 
put the same effort, innovation 
and quality into hardware as 
everything else we do.

RED™ Swivel
The world’s first true emergency 
release swivel.  Designed for vehicle/ 
maritime use for quick egress.  Fits 
standard push button sockets.  Patent 
pending.
(shown is P-PBER-125)

Universal Wire Loop™ - Push 
Button Socket
Increased versatility over the UWL.
Able to create a 2-to-1 Point sling
with a VCAS and RED Swivel.  Patent 
pending.
(shown is UWL-PB-255-CB)

Universal Wire Loop™
The quieter, more secure attachment for 
AK, SCAR, HK, SIG eyelets.  Can also be girth 
hitched through stocks, front sight bases, or 
anywhere else with a .25” hole.  Available in 
two sizes.
(shown is UWL-625-BK)

Scan here to see videos of 
the RED Swivel in use
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Lightweight Modular Armor Carrier™
Lightest full featured plate carrier. Built around 
the SAPI / ESAPI plates. Removable side plate 
pockets. Optional Ten-Speed cummberbund 
and quick release straps.  Plate Pillow protects 
your face from hard plate edge.
(shown is LMAC-MC)

Ten-Speed™ Chest Rig
Available in M4, SR-25, MP7 versions
MOLLE field on sides for additional 
modularity
Internal map / document pouch.
(shown is TSP-CHESTRIG-SR25-BK)

SOC-C™ Belt Kit
One size fits most, fully adjustable 
Designed to hold first line gear
(shown is COMBO-SOC-C-01-CB)

877.430.3583 8



Dappers™ are the ultimate 
discreet carry - from every day 
travels to ultra low-vis work - 
keeping essential gear organized 
and in place. Available in several 
sizes and configurations, the hook 
backed Dappers can be quickly 
installed and removed from 
Dapper Inserts or packs with loop 
fields inside depending on the 
load out and mission set.

Well Suited for but Not Limited to:
      • Medical supplies
      • Office needs
      • Spare magazines and 
         ammunition
      • Tools and specialized
         equipment

Additional sizes and configurations available.
See more at BlueForceGear.com/Dappers
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Dimensions, weights, and product details 
subject to change without notice



Military and government 
customers may purchase these 
items through the federal supply 
system.

Not Pictured
Ten-Speed Triple M4 Mag Pouch
HW-TSP-M4-3-MC
NSN:  8465-01-612-3165
Medium Vertical Utility Pouch
HW-M-UPZ-V-M-MC
NSN:  8465-01-612-3195
Medium Horizontal Utility Pouch
HW-M-UPZ-H-M-MC
NSN:  8465-01-612-3191
Ten-Speed Single SR25 Mag Pouch
HW-TSP-SR25-1-MC
NSN:  8465-01-612-3168
M16 Buttstock Adapter
VS-A2-CB
NSN:  1005-01-609-5088

To see the updated listings 
visit BlueForceGear.com/nsns

Ten-Speed™ Single 
Pistol Mag Pouch
HW-TSP-PISTOL-1-MC
NSN:  8465-01-612-3179

Rail Mounted Fixed Loop
RMFL-125
NSN:  1005-01-589-7062

Small Utility Pouch
HW-M-UPZ-S-MC
NSN:  8465-01-612-3188

Ultra Light Dump Pouch
HW-M-DP-S-MC
NSN:  8465-01-612-3184
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Vickers Combat 
Applications Sling™
VCAS-125-AA-CB
NSN:  1005-01-604-0627

made in the usa. berry compliant.  



877.430.2583

sales@blueforcegear.com

facebook.com/blueforcegearinc
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always better
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